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Abstract of Topological Techniques!!! Complex Analysis 
by 
Murray- R. Kirch 
' It has been well lmown for many ~ears that several results of 
classical complex function theory are basically topological in 
character. In recent years many of these results have been proven 
without resorting to the use of .contour integrals as is usually done 
in the standard textbooks on the subject such as Analztic Function 
Theory by Hille or The Theory .Qf Functions oy Titch.marsh. 
I Following Whyb'1z'n 1 s book, Topological Analysis, and his paper, 
.... 
Developments in Topological .Analysis, rather closely, we develop in 
the first half of this pape~ the properties of the topological index of 
a continuous function. These results, along with some concepts from 
general topology and real analysis, are used to establish the existence 
of higher order derivatives of a function having a first derivative. 
The Maximum Modulus Theorem is then proved leading us to the Taylor 
Series Expansion Theorem. 
At this point· we turn our attention to the study of the relationship 
between the topological index of a differentiable function and the 
zeros that this function possesses in the interior of a simple closed 
curve. This analysis leads·us in a natural mnner to the final results 
-· 
of this paper, namely, the theorems of Rouch, and Hurwitz • 
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by 
Murray R. Kirch 
. 
. ' r · .. . 
It has been well known for many years that several results of 
classical complex function theory are basically topological in 
character. In recent years many of these results have been proven 
without resorting to the use of ;contour integrals as is usually done 
in the standard textbooks on the subject such as .Analytic -Function 
Theory by Hille or The !heory .Qf Functions DY Titchma.rsb-. 
Following Whyb\1rn 1s book, Topological Analysis, and his paper, 
Developme_nts in Top~logical .Analysis, rather closely, we develop in 
the first half of this pape~ the properties of the topological index of 
a continuous function. These results, along with some concepts from 
general topology and real analysis, are used to establish the existence 
of higher order derivatives of a function having a first derivative. 
The Maximum Modulus Theorem is then proved leading us to the Taylor 
Series Expansion Theorem. 
At this point· we turn our attention to the study of the relationship 
between the topological index of a differentiable function and the 
zeros that this function possesses in the interior of a simple closed 
.. " 
curve. This analysis leads·us in a natural JW:3.llner to the final results 
of this pa.per, namel7, the theorems of Rouch, and Hurwitz. 
\ ,. 
"I •• ~· 
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1. Notation: Unless otherwise stated all sets are assumed to be 
subsets of the complex plane z. A set denoted by R, with or without 
indices, will always be understood to be a bounded region; 1. e. a 
nonempty· connected bounded open subset of z. Similarly· a set denoted 
by C or J, with or without indices, will always be understood to be 
a simple closed curve, i.e. a homeomorph of a circle. If Eis any 
set then E1 and E- represent the interior and the closure of E 
respectively. The set theoretic difference of E and Fis denoted by 
/!,I 
E ~ F. We let dE = r (1 (Z ~ E)- denote the boundary of E. 
c5 (E,F) = inf f la - bl: a EE. bE F} and ~ (E) = sup \ la - bl :a, bE E}, 
For fixed zoE z we let S(zo, r) = { z: tz - zor < r J for r > o. 
We reserve the letter e to represent the exponential function, i.e. 
e(z) = ez for all z E z. 
2. Some Topological Preliminaries: The following theorems are used 
freely in the sequel: 
(a) Jordan Curve Theorem: Let C be a simple closed curve in z. 
Then~ "'6 C cons is ts of exactly two components Qi and Qe, exactly 
._; 
one of which is bounded. Moreover C = % "'-'Qi , i = 1,2. 
(b) Jordan Schoenflies Theorem: Let C1, C2 be simple closed 
curves in Z and f: C1~C2 a homeomorphism of c1 onto c2• Then f ma7 
be extended to a homeomorphism of Z onto z. 
See Hall and Spencer (1J, PP• 195 and 257, for proofs. 
-2-
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J. Topological Index: 
Lemma 1: Let <1 be a real number, A= {x+iy:-<O< X(CO ,a.( Y< 2Tf'kl} , 
:B = f z :a.J~g z f <1(mod 211)] • Then A, B are open and e: .A:~B is a 
)Jome omorphism. 
. Using this property of the exponential function we 
following lemma. 
Lemma. 2: Let w0 =I, 0 and r be a real number with O ( r < jw0 ( • Let 
z0 € e-
1(w0). Then there is an open neighborhood U of z0 such that 
e maps U homeom!)rphically onto S(w0 , r). 
Lemma 3: Let [a, b] and (b, c) be closed intervals on the real line 
and f: [a, b] ~ Z, g: [b, c] ~ Z maps, i.e. continuous functions. If 
f(b) = g(b) then the function h:[a, c] ~ Z def~ed by 
h(t) = f( t) for t E (a, b] 
g(t) for tE[b,c] 
is a map. 
!his is a standard result from general topology. 
the 
Theorem 4: Let f:[a,b]~z--foJ be a map. Then given z0 E' e-1(f(a)) 
there is a map g: (a, b) ~ Z with eog = f and g(a) = z0 • 
Proof: Let a >O be such t~:t ff(t)! >a.for all t£[a,b]. By uniform 
continuity there exists ~ > 0 such that for any t, t• € (a, bJ 
with It - t•j< b we have lf(t)- f(t•>I< ! . Let a= x0 (xi<·:· (~ = b 
be a partition of [a, b] such that lxj - xj-l I< i for j = 1, • • .,k • 
It then follows that f(t) E S(f(xj), ~) fort~ [xj,xj+1]. j =,01 1, ••• ,k-1. 
Define g0 :[x0 ,x0] ~ Z by g0 (x0) = z 0 • Now suppose we have defined 
a map gj: [Xo• :xj] -+ Z for some j ~ 0 such that eogj = f j where 
f j = f I [:x:0 ,xj]• Let kj = f I [xtxj+1] • There is au open neighborhood 
\, 
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U of gj(xj) such that e aps U homeomorphically onto S(f(:xi •i ) 
by Lemm 2. Let 8a' = e I u. Define hj: [:x:j, xj-1-1] 7 z by hj = e~1 o kj" 
Then hj is continuous and hj(xj) = gj(xj). Thus by Lemma. J hj and gj 
define a map gj+l: {_x0 ,xj+1] -+ Z such that eogj+l = f j+l • Thus 
inductively the map g: [a, b] -,. Z is defined. 
Lemma 5: Let f • g, h be maps such that e•g(x) = eoh(:x:) = f(:x:) for all 
x€[a, b]. Then there exists an integer k such that g(x)- h(x) = 2,rki 
for all x E (a, b] . 
Proof: g - h is a continuous integer valued function on [a,b] • 
2ni 
Since [a,b] is connected it is a constant function. 
Def_z~i tion: Let f: (a, b] ~ Z "- { P} be a map. By Theorem 4 there is 
a map g such that eog(x) = f(:x:) - p for. all :x: E (~, b]. We define the 
l-,. 
topological index of f on [a, b] relative to :p to be ,/-' ab(f,p)= g(b)- g{a). 
Lemma 5 assures us that ~ab(f,p) is well-defined, i.e. independent 
of the choice of g • 
• 
4. Some Elementary Properties of the Topological Index: 
. 
Lemma 6: .,Mab(f ,p) = Aab(f - p,O). 
Proof: This is clear from the definition. 
Lemma 7: If f 1, f 2 are maps such that f(:x:)- p ; f 1 (x) • f 2 (x) for all 
x€(a, b] then Aa.b(f,p) = )-{ab(f1,0)+ ....Mab(f2,o) · 
Proof: Le\ f - p = eog, fi = eogi , i = 1, 2. Then 
eog(x) = f(x)- p = fi(x) •, f 2(x) = (eogi(x)] · (eog2 (x)] 
I 
= e o (g1 (x)+ g2 (x)] . 
~· 
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Hence Aa.b(f,p) = g(b)- g(a) = g1 (b)+ ~(b)- ~ (a)- ~(a,) 
= g1 (b)- ~ (a) + ~(b)- ~(~) 
= }(ab{f1.o)+ Aab(f2,o). 
Lemma. 8: I.et ei, c2 E z, c1 =,. O and 'f': z "7 Z be defined b7 
f/'(z) = c1z + c2 • Then Aab('/'of, t/'(p)) = )lab(f,p) for any mp 
f:[a,b]~ zry {P}. 
Proof: Aab( '/!of, f!(p)) = ~b(c1f + c2, C].P + c2) 
= Aab( c1 (f - p) ,0) by Lemma 6 
= ~b(c1,o)+ ..t{b(f - p,O) by Lemma 7 
~ 0 + Aab(f,p) by' Lemma 6. 
Definition: A ray is a set of the form f p + re1G: r > 0 J where 
p £ z and O ~ 8 < 2n. Ve denote this ra:y by A 
8
. p is called the 
. p, 
source of the ray. 
Lemma. 9: Let f:(a, b] 7 Z "-f p} be a map and eog = f - p, I:f there 
exists a ray Ap,80 contained in Z"' f[a, b] then f(x) = f(y) implies 
g(x) = g(y). 
Proof: There exists a continuous function -Q such that g(z) = log f(z)- p 
+ i8(f(z)- p). where 9(f(z)- p) = Arg(f(z)- p) (mod 2n) for all 
z € [a, b] . Hence max {e(f(z)-p) :z E [a, bJ) - min fe(f(z)-p) :z E (al-, oJ} 
But i:f f(x) = f(y) then lg(.x) - g(y)I = f Q(f(x)- p)- 9(f(y)- p)f = 2nk 
for some nouegative integer k. Thus k = 0 and g(.x) = g(y), 
I 
' . 
Theorem 10: If f('b) = f(a.) then 2!1 .,clab{f,p) is conj;inuous in l>· 
P - Pl 
Proof: I.et g(x) = (.x) for x€ (a, b] • Then f -p 
-5-
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p-p l f(x)- Pi = p - P1 + f(x)- p = p - Pl+ (f(x)- p) 
p - P1 
p - P1 p - P1 
= p - P1 + g(i) = (g(x}+ 1) g(i) 
= (g{x)+ l)(f(x)- p) • 
Hence JJab(f,p1) = Aab(f.p)+ Pab(g.- 1). Let C be the circle 
with center p and radius r "= 4 ( f p J , f(a., b) ) • Then if p1 is in \ 
I (x)I IP - P]J r £1 Thus the bounded component of Z ""C we have g = Jf(x)-pl { lf(.x)-p, - • 
the r:a.y A_1,,r = [-<Z> ,- 1] is contained in Z,.., g[a, b] • Thus, by 
Lemma 9, Aab(g,- 1) = o. Therefore ~b(f ,p) = ~b(f,p1). 
Corollary: Aab(f,p) is constant on each component of Z r-,f[a, b] • 
Proof: Since 2!1 J.t.b(f,p) is integer valued and continuous in p it 
is constant on any connected set. 
Theorem 11: If f(a) = f(b) then ~b(f ,p) = 0 for all p in the 
unbounded component Q of Z "-' f(a, b] • 
Proof: Clearly there exists p1 E. Q such that there is a ray with source 
Pl contained in Q• Thus ~ 0(f,p1)= 0 = Mab(f,p) for all p € Q• 
Theorem 12: Let h:[a,t3]~ (a, b] be a homeomorphism such that h(a,) = a, 
h(l3) = b. Then )ib(f,p) = ~l3(foh,p) , 
Proof: Clearly if eog = f - p then eogoh = foh - p. Hence 
Aa~(foh,p)= gah(~)- goh{a.),= g(b)- g(a) = fiab(f,p) . 
-6-
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!heorem 13:\ Let s:(a, b] -+z be a map with s(a) = s(b) and let 
r: s(a, b]-, Z be a map. Let [c.d] be 8llY' interval and t 0 €[a, b] , 
Let w0 ~ (c,d] be such that i:f t 0 = a then w0 = c, if t 0 = b then 
w0 = d anp. if a ( t 0 ( b then c ( w0 ( d. Then ther~ exists a map 
I 
s : ( c, d] -,. Z such that 
i) a"· ( c) = s ( t 0) , sf ( c) = sf ( d) 
ii) i[c,<lJ = s[a, b] 
iii) Acd(ros#, p) = ~b(ros, p). 
Proof: Let h1 : [ c, w0] .-.+ ~o• b] be a homeomorphism with h1 ( c) = t 0 , 
Let h2 : [w0f) d] -=,, [a9 tJ be a homeomorphism with h1 (w0 ) = a . 
Define s#(:i) = soh1(x) for x ~[c,w0] 
soh2 (x) for x € (w0,d]. 
Clearly sf is a map satisfying i) and ii). Let g be a continuous 
function such that eog= ros - P• Define 
/(:x:) = gohl (x) for X £ [c, w0] 
goh2(x)-g{a)+g(b) for xE[w0,d]. 
Then I is a map and eo/(x) = r·Ds'*cx>- p for all xE:(c,d]. 
Aed<rosl,P> = Fled>- ,!cc> = goh2(d)- g{a>+ g(b>- geh1Cc> 
= g(t0)- g(a)+ g(b)- g(tJ = Jlab(ros, p), 
) 
5 • Traversals: 
Thus 
''.) 
;1: 
Definition: Let [a,~] be a simple arc, 1.e. a hom~omorph of a closed 
) 
interva:l, where a.,~ denote the endpoints. A traversal of [a, s] is a 
.. 
homeomorphism of an interval [a,-b] onto [a.,~] . Let J be a simple 
closed curve. A traversal of J is a map )\ of a.n interval [ a, b] 
' 
onto J such tha.t there exists a ho~~omorphism h1 : [a,b]~fp.1] and 
a homeomorphism ~ of the 11ni t circle onto J such t.hat 
I 
-?- . 
\ 
• 
I 
~(x) = h2oe( i21th1 (x)) for all :x: € [a, b] • 
Definition: Let J be a simple closed curve, ~i: [ai' bJ 7' J, i = 1,2 
be traversals of J and let x1, ~·~be distinct points of 
J ,._ f A1 (a.:i_) • /12<82>J • If ( ~ i1(x1>. A~\~)• A ~1(~)) and 
( '). 21 <:is.> , ~21(~) , ~ 21(23)) , considered as ordered triples of real 
numbers, each differ from their usual ordering on the real line by 
an even permutation or each differ from their usual ordering by an 
odd permutation, we say ~ 1 and ) 2 agree in senpe. 
Theorem 14: Let J be a simple closed curve, ~ 1:[ai'bi] ~J. i = 1,2, 
,;:, 
traversals of J and f: J~Z a map. If ~l alld A2 agree in sense 
then A al bi (foA pp) = ),/ a2b2 (fo "le 2, p); otherwise 
II ab (fo,'\p:P)= - JJa b (f~~2•P)• /4"' 1 1 2 2 
Proof: AsslllDe ~l and ~2 agree in sense. As a result of Theorem 13 
we may assume ~1(a1) = l 2(82). Let h: (a1, bJ ) (a2, b2] be 
defined as follows: 
h(x) = A;1 0 ~1 <xl for :x:e (al' bl) 
for x = s.i 
for x = b1 • 
We shall now show that his continuous. For let t 1,t2,t3 be points 
such that a.:i. ( ti < t 2 ( t 3 ( b1 and let S j = ~21 o ~ 1( t j) for 
J = 1,2,3. There are six possibilities: 
1) a2 < Sl ( S 2 ( SJ ( b2 
2) a,2 ( S3 <Sl (S2 (b2 
3) a2 ( s2 ( s 1 ( s3 ("b~ 
4) ~ ( Sl ( SJ ( s2 (b2 
. . . -, ,. ~,.--:,, . ..,.~ - -.. '• •· ··- - -··,··-r•-··-~,..,-.,,.--··•~ , ~ . 
/ 
J 
• I 
I 
, 
I 
I 
'.,I 
' --- . 
I 
. I 
i 
l 
5) a2 ( s3 ( s2 ( s1 < b2 
6) ~ ( S2 < SJ < Sl < b2 • 
Assume 2) holds. Observe that hl(a1,b1) :(a:i_,b1)~(82,b2) is a 
homeomorphism. Then h talces [t2,t3] homeomorphically onto (s3,s2] • 
But s1 E (s3, s2] • Thus t 1 E. ~2• t 3] which is impossible • Similarly 
J). 4), 5) and 6) cannot hold. Hence 1) holds, i.e. h is order 
Thus his continuous. Clearly his 1-1 and onto. Thus his a 
homeomorphism. However f'•" 2oh = f 0 ~20 ~;
1
o~ 1 = fo~ 1 and hence 
our result follows from Th,o~m 12. The second st~ent in ~e theorem 
is a direct result of the first. 
Definition: L13t [ a., 13] be a simple arc and f 1(a., 13] ~ z-. { p} a map. · 
We define,Aa13(f,p) =Aab(foA,p) where ~:(a,b]~(a.,~ is any 
traversal of [a., 13] such that ~a) = a. and ~(b) = 13. Such a 
traversal is called positive. Theorem 12 assures us that /'a-r,(f,p) 
is well-defined. 
6. More Notation: Let J be a simple closed curve and x1,x2, •.• ,~ 
distinct points of J which are under discussion. We let [x1,xj] 
,tJ 
i :/: j, ~ .~ i,J & n represent the are of J which has endpoints Xj_, 
\· 
xj and which doe.s not contain ~· 1 -4 k ·- n. k =/: i, k :/: J, when this 
is possible. We consider our arcs oriented and write - [x1, ~ 
for [~, xi] • We write Jx1x2x3 to represent J 1 given the orientation 
which coincides with that of [xi,xJ, [x2.x.:J, and [x3tyJ.l· We 
let J* represent the bounded component of Z""'J. 
·. 
-. 
·,IJ 
. 
., 
-9-
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? • :ru.rther Properties of the Topological Index 
Lemma 15: Let C be a circle, ~: [a, b] ~C a traversal, and p,c•. / -
Then· 1 JA ab(~ ,p) = ± 1 • 
2,ri 
Proof: By the corollary to Theorem 10 we may assume that p is the 
center of .C. Let the radius of e be r. Consider the traversal 
~ 1 : [o, 1]-,.c gi. ven by A1 (x) = p + re( i2rrx) for x E [o, 1] • Then 
A 0 1( ~ 1,p) = 2ni • Hence by Theorem 14 Aab(). ,p) = ± 2m. . 
Lemma 16: Let J be a simple closed curve, f: f ....:-,z "'-{p] a ma.p, 
a.nd ·~:(a,b]-,.J a. traversal. If Xl'Xz•Xj are distinct points of J 
then 
Proof: This is an imlpediate consequence of Theorem 14. 
In view of Lemm 16 we define )J.XiXzX·./{•P) = A 1Xz (f,p) + µ~°LJ (f,p) 
'\ 
+ ~ x :x: (f, p) • At times we may write simply /iJ(f, p). 3 1 
Definition: J'or aey x,yEZ we denote the set {tx+ (1- t)y:t€(o,i.J} 
bf [x:y] · 
Theorem 17: Let J be a simple closed curve, ~: {a, b] ~J a traversal, 
and p,J•. Let f:Z-'),Z be the identity map. Then 2!t.Pab(f•'>i ,p) = ! 1. 
Proof: (See Figure 1) Let w,x,y,z be the points uniquel7 determined 
by the following conditions: 
1) Im w = Im x , Re y = Re z 
2) Re w < Re x , Im y > Im z 
J) (w:x] C: JV J* I , [7:z] c J UJ• 
-10~ 
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4) P€ [w:xJ • p £ (7:z] 
5) (w::x:JflJ = {w,:x:J, [y: z] {'\ J = { y, z J . 
Let C be a circle with center p such that C CJ*. 
u , v, s, t are uniquely determined. Let 
and 
J2 = [w:u]Ufii,t]U ~.v]U~::x:]U[x,z]U~,w] where the above arcs lie 
on C or J, Clearly J1 and J2 are sd..mple closed curves and" p; JiUJ~ . 
Hence by fheorem 11, )JJ (f,p) = ,)JJ (f,p) = o. Thus we have 
· 1 2 
A (f ,p> + A (f,p) = A (f,p) + A er ,p) + A cr.p) + p,..,.cr,p) ~ n . ~ ~ ~ ~ 
and /{t(f,p) + ){v(f,p) = )(uw(f,p) + ./(.z(f,p)+ Pz:x:(f,p) + /i,{f,p), 
Thus ~(f,p} = ~:xy-(f,p) + ,l/yw(f,p) + ~z(f,p) + ~x(f,p)= ~(f,p). 
Hence µJ(f,p) = 2TTi and therefore Pab(fo),. ,p) = :!: 2Tii , 
Definition: A traversal ~ of J is called positive if 
2
!
1 
µJ(" ,p) = 1. 
If ~ is a positive traversal of J then 2!1 /lif•°)t ,p) = 2~ µif,p) 
for B.JlY map f:J~ Z"-f P} . 
8 • .Agreement in Sense: 
Definition: Let J1,J2 be simple closed curves, a1,b1,~ and a2
,b
2
,e
2 
distinct poin~ of J 1 and J 2 respectively. Then Jla:i_bi_ci and J2a2
b
2
c
2 
. * 
are said to ~e in se:dse if p1£J1 , i = 1,2, implies 
..),(8J.b1c1 (f,pl) = ~8?_b2c2 (f,p2). where f:z-+z is the identity ma.p, 
=--·, .. ) 
· -12-
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• !heorem 18: Let J1• J 2 be simple closed curves with J2 C J1 • 
J and J agree in sense if and only if there exist · 1a1 b1 c1 , · 2a2b2c2 
disjoint simple a.res (a.i,~], ~pb2]• l!,1•c;J., au.eh.that 
[a1, a2] \)[b1 o tJ U (c1. c~ C ( J1 V Ji) ,.., J; - and 
( Ei,l'a2] U ~l' bl U (ci, el) {1(Jl V J2) = {81.• a2, bl' b2' cl' c21 · 
Proof: (See Figure 2) S ppose arcs with the above properties do 
exist. Let Jc = [81., b1] V~1 • b~ V [b2, azj U [a2• a1J 
, Jb = '[cl' e.i] U[a:i_ • ~] U [a2, c2] V ~2' c1] 
* !hen Ja~ Jb, Jc are simple closed curves and if p E. J2 (and hence 
* t1*u*U* pEJ1) thenpfJa Jb Jc. Thus if f: Z~Z is the identity 
map we have by simple computation Aa(f,p) + ~b(f,p) + A/f,p) = 0 
= /J.J1 b (f,p) -µJ2 b (f,p). Thus J1a1b1c1 and J2a2b2c2 al lcl a2 2c2 
agree in sense. 
Now assume J1a1 bl cl and-, J2a2b2c2 agree in sense but arcs with 
the desired properties do not exist. Clearly we can find disjoint 
arcs {rl' a2] , [bl' bJ with (a1, az] l} [bi, b2] C ( J 1 U Ji:) A, J;/ and 
( [a,_. aJ \) [b1, bJ) () (J1 V J2) = {al'a2, bl' b2J . Let c3£J2 be 
such that there is an arc (c1 , c3] disjoint from [~,82) and (bl' bJ 
and such that (cp c3]<;(Jl U J~)I\...J; and [ci, ~ n (Jl U J2) = {cl' cJJ • 
Clearly c3 €. [a2, bJ for if c3 E {b2, c2] U (c2, a2] then there would · 
exist an arc E:1, c2} with the desired properties. Thus Jr1a b c a.nd . 1 1 1 
-13-
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sense we have ~eached a contra.diction. 
Corollary: If J,,., n.. and J2a b c agree in sense and h: Z~Z is 
.J..Ql-Lcl 2 2 2 
a homeom<?_~ism then h E1' J h( 81_) h( bi_) h( c1) 
agree in sense. 
Definition: Let J1, J 2, J3 be ~~riented simple closed curves such 
* that J1 U J2 C J3 .. Then J1 and J2 are said to agree in sense if they 
both agree or both disagree in sense with J3. !bus the preceding 
corollary mq be extended to the case where J1 and J2 are arbi traey 
simple closed curves. 
Theorem 19: Let J1 = [x,a]U[a,yJU{!, b]U~,x] and J2 = 
[x.a]U (a,y] U&,,~ U[c,xJ be simple closed curves having an arc 
[x,aJU [aoyJ in common. Then 
* * 1) J 2 CJ1 implies positive traversals of J1 and J2 agree in 
sense on (x,aJU[a,yJ ; 
·n * 2> Jl J2 = ¢ implies positive traversals of J1 and J2 disagree 
in sense on [x,a]U[a.y] . 
Proof: (See Figure Ja) Assume J;cJ; . Let J3CJ; 'bt~~_/'1mple closed 
curve. Let x1, 81_,Y1 E J3 be points such that disjoint arcs [x,xJ, 
~.a.J. [y,y{J exist which lie in the region bounded by J2U J3 
except for their end points. !hus by !fheorem 18, Jlxay and J2xa-r 
both agree in sense with J:34_ 81.Yi. 
(see Fi~e Jb) Assume JinJ; =;.Let J3 = [x,~U(b,y]U·~.c]UE·:z:]. 
Then by 1) JJxby and Jlxby agree in sense and JJyc.x and J2ycx agree 
in sense. Since J37~ = J;xby and Jlxby and J21cx disagree on 
Ec,a]V(a.,y] our assertion is established. 
-1-S-
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9. Topological Index on More General Curves: 
Definition: An elementary region is a region R bounded by a finite 
number of disjoint closed curves J 0 , J1, ••• , Jn such that 
Un * *n * i=lJ1CJ0 and such that J 1 Jj = ,j for i :j,. j, i,j = 1,2, ••• ,n. 
* . I p ( *)-Note that R = J O ~Vi=l Ji . 
* u ' . Definjtion: Let R = J 0 ,.,, ~=1(J1)- be an elementary region. A positive 
traversal of dR is an ordered n + 1 - tuple of traversals {) , ;\1, • • •, A) 0 ' 
such that ~o is a positive traversal of J 0 and ~i is a negative 
traversal of J1 for i = 1.2, ••• ,n. 
Note that if ')l = (,\i, · • ·, ~) and ~ 2 = (~ !, • .. , )! ) 
t 
are positive traversals of dR and if f: dlt~Zd\,{P} is a map then 
}(cm(f@) 1,p) = ~(f o ~ 2,p) where ftcm{fo) i,p) is defined 
• 
to be I:j=o )(Jifo ~ j'p). Hence we m~ define ),{dR(f, p) = /Jd11..(f•~ ,p) 
where ~ is BXf3' positive traversal of dR. 
Definition: Let R be an elementary region. By a graphic subdivision 
of R we mean a set G with the following properties: 
1) GCR-
2) G = Uf::;;,lci where Ci' i = 1,2, ••• ,mare simple closed curves 
. such that c1 n C j is a simple arc, a singleton set, or the 
null-set for i + j. 
J) c;nc~ =,; for i + j. J 
4) dRC G 
Um ,* 5) R- = i=l(~i)-. 
Definition: A positive traversal ef G = V~1ci is a.n ordered 
·S::. 
.. 
~· 
·-· ' 
• 
m-tuple of traversals ()p• .. , /\m) such that ~i is a positive 
traversal of c1, i = 1,2, ••• ,m. 
Definition: An edge of a graphic subdivision G = u:=l Ci of an 
* un * eleme_ntary region R = J0 rw i=l (J1)- is an arc of the form 
Ci n C j , i 'f j or of the form ~i (') J j , 
Lemma 20: Let G be a graphic subdivision of an elementary region R 
and let ) be a positive traversal of G. Let f i G .. Z "-f ~ be a map. 
Then J'cm.(f•) ,p) =ftG{f•'tl ,p), where){G(f,,\ ,p) is defined to 
be r.~iPci (f • ~ pP). 
Proof: :By Theo~m 19 an edge of the form c1 () C j , i + j is traversed 
in opposite senses by /\ 1 and (lj. Similarly an edge of the form 
Ci ('\ J O is traversed once in the positive sense by ~ 0 and an edge 
of the form 01 n Jj, j ) 0 is traversed once in the negative sense 
by ~ i since C ~ is exterior to J j. Thus we have 
J/dR(f•/1 ,p) = r.:=oµJi(f•~ ,p) = r.~=l,J{:i(f•) ,p)=J1G{fo) ,p). 
Corollary: If ~l and ~ 2 are positive 
Jl.G(f • ~ 1,P) = J'G(fo?. 2•P)' 
i 
traversals of G ,hen 
Lemma 21: The closures of any two elementary regions bounded bJ 
the same number of simple closed curves are homeomorphic. 
Proof: (See Figure 4) The proof is by induction on the number n of 
simple closed curves bo11nding the region. ~e ease where n = l is 
simply the Jordon-Sehoenflies Theorem. 
We now assume that the theorem holds for some integer n ~ 1. 
~I 
Let R1, ~ be elementary regions bounded by n + 1 simple closed 
R -- ....mo* "4,,,uj=nl(CmJ.*)- 2 L t m k 2 'l ·4· curves, 
1
~. e. -m ~- , m = 1, • e '\ik' = 1, , -'' • 
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- . m . be distinct points on Cj' m = 1,2, j = 0,1, such that the following 
hold: 
1) there exist disjoint a.res [a:k' a~] lying m:cept for 
m endpoints in R , 
2> if J; = (a0~.~1]U[a~1.~.1]U[~j.~3]U~~3,a:3]U~:3.a:.1]u~:.,.a:1 • 
..m i* form= 1,2, j = 2,4 then dj is a simple closed curve and J4 is simply 
connected for i = 1,2. 
m- < ...m*>- U< ....m*>- ...m* Note that B = d 2 _ J 4 • J 2 is an elementary region 
bounded by n simpi,\e closed ~es and hence by our induction hypothesis 
1*.. 2* -there exists a homeomorphism f:(J2 } ~(J2 ) • Moreover we may 
1 2 . 
_ l:1n1 1()1 2()2 assume f(aj;> = ajk for J = 0,1, k = 1,2,J, Then f J 2 D 1J4: J2 J4 ~J2 J4 
is a homeomorphism which can be extended to a homeomorphism 
./: Jt-+J! , By the Jordon-Schoenflies Theorem .rf my be extended in 
turn to a homeomorphism fv: (J!*>- ><ii;.*>-. Thus the function 
h: ~ -, R2 - defined by 
( ( _\ . 1* -h :x:) = , f AJ for x 
€
 ( J 2 ) 
,, 
for x E,(J!*>- is the desired homeomorphism. 
Lemma 22: Let R be an elementJary region. !hen for any E > 0 there 
exists a graphic subdivision G = V ~lei of R such that the mesh 
of G, which is defined to be max f !cci) : i = 1,.,., m} , is less than E . 
Proof: Let R be bounded by n + 1 simple closed curves. Let S be an 
elementary region bo11nded by curves D0 , D1 •••• ,Dn where each D1 is 
the boundary of a rectangle with edges parallel to the coordinate 
axes. Let h: s--->R- be a homeomorphism. S .. i_s compact and hence, 
by uniform continuity of h, there exists 'f'>o such that zpz2Es-
wi th lz1 - z2 I< i implies lh( z1) - h(z2} I ( E . Let 
-20-
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A= {k2~ : k = o.! 1, :!: 2, ••• J and let :e = {i~{ : k = o, + 1. -
! 2, ••• J . Let D be the 1m1 on of all vertical lines intersecting A 
and all horizontal lines intersecting B. Then G:J_ = (DUS) U dS is 
a graphic subdivision of S with mesh less than ' • Hence G = h [GJ 
is the desired ~aphic subdivision of R. 
Theorem 2J: Let R be an elementary region a.nd f: R-~z"' f P} a 
map. Then /AaJl(f •) ,p) = 0 where 'li is any traversal of d.R. 
Proof: Let G = U ~=l c1 be a graphic subdivision of R with mesh 
less than ' ( {Pl • f[R-J). Then p lies in the unbounded component 
of z "'f[c1l. i = 1,2, ••• ,m. Thus by Theorem 11 /Aci (f,p) = o for 
i = 1,2, ••• ,m. Thus O = .f'G(f,p) = }'ldR{f.p) • 
Corollary: I.et ~ = (Ao, ~l' ••• , ~n) be a traversal of dR which is 
* ... I 1n * -positive on Ji' i = 0,1, ••• ,n, where R = J 0 ~i=l(J1) • Then 
J).J0 (f O ?\ o•P) = 'it.=1 ft J1 (f~ 0 i\ 1•P) • 
Corollary: Let R be an elementary region, f: d.R7Z -{PJ a map 
which has a continuous extension ft R~ z-{P} . Then ~dB.(f,p) = o • 
• 
10. Topological Index of Differentiable Functions: 
Theorem 24: Let R be a region, f: R ~Z a map and z0 ER a point such 
that f 1 (z0) ~sts and is nonzero. Then there exists a neighborhood 
* U of z0 such that if C is a simple closed curve with z0 EC and 
c CU then~ /Jc(f,f(zo>) = 1. 
f(z) - f(z) 
})roof: Defineh: R"-fz~l~z byh(z) =-----0-- f'(z0). I z - z0 
Then lim h(z) = O and f(z) - f(z0 ) = (z - zJ [f'(z0)- h(z)] . z-+z0 
-21-
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,,, 
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:r.et U be a neighborhood of z0 contained in R such that fh(z)I < It 1 (111JI 
for all z E u. Then 
,'lc(f,f(z0)) = µc(z - z0,o)+J'c(f 1(z0) - h(z), o) 
= }' c(z, z 0 ) + fie<- h(z), - f' (z0)) 
= 2TTi + 0 s.ince - f' (z0) lies, in the unbounded 
component of z ,v h [c] . 
The proofs of the following theorems use some elementary 
results from measure theory which is discussed .1>nefly in the appe.ix. 
Lemma. 25: Let D be a closed square with area a2• Let f: E ~Z be 
differentiable, where E C D1. Let 
€
 ) o. Then there exists a sequence 
(F.zt) of subsets of E and a sequence of points (zn) such that the 
following hold: 
1) znE.En for n==l,2,J, ••. 
2) 
f(z) - f(zn) <E 
----- - f 1 (z )·, z z n · 
- n 
J) E = u:1En 
4) EZ:1 b(EiJ 2 < 2a2 . 
Proof: Fon each positive integer n let Dn be the collection of 4n 
closed squares of equal area which have disjoint interiors and which 
cover D. Let w E.E. Then there exists an integer n such that there 
. 
is a-set Fw with the following properties: 
' 
1) w E. F; 
2) l'w is ths union of 1,2. or 4 members of Dn each of which/ 
(.,,-----
contains w 
J) 
f(z) - f(w) 
---- - r•cw> < E z - w for all z E 'w"'(wl . 
.·, 
-22- .... 
\. 
. ' 
t 
!hen { :r!: w E E} is an open co~ring of E and hence there exists 
a sequence (Wit) such that { F!k: k = 1,2,J, •.• } is a covering of E. 
for each n we define nt = {A: A ~ Dn · and. there exists Fwk E. J which 
is the uni.on of 1, 2, or 4 members of Dn• one of which is A} • We ma:r 
define a function T l u:1»t ~{wk: k = 1,2,J, •.• J such. that if 
A £ 1{ and T(A) = \wk then F'!.'!fk has the property stated in the def'ini tion 
of i( . Let P1 = nf and let Pn = { A: A tD! and A is contained in 
no member of u:~ Pk} • Let P = u;:1 Pn, Then P is a c.ountable . 
collection of squares with disjoint interiors. Hence we may write 
P = {sk: k = 1,2,J, ••• } . Thus if ii denotes the two dimensional 
GO ( 2 -u• - 2 Lebesgue outer measure we have l:n=l 0(sn) ( 2m( n=l Sn) ~ 2m(D) = 2a • 
Let En_ = E n Sn and let zn = T{SJ . A simple check shows that these 
are the desired sequences. 
Theorem 26: Let D be a square with area a2 • EC D1 and f: E ~ Z 
differentiable on E. If f 1 ( z) = 0 for all z E E then m(f [E]) = o. 
1 
~oof: Let 6 > 0 • Choose f ) 6 with E < ~({) 2 . Then we may 
UCO Cl) ( 2 2 write E = n:::lEn where ;;1 o(En,) < 2a .and for each n = 1, 2 • .3, •.• 
.. 
·~ f(z)- f(z ) f(z)- f(z ) 
there exists zn E. En, such that ( *) n = n - f • (zJ 
Z - Zn 
(E 
~hus 
z - z ---~ n . \ 
for z E ~ "-fznl . 
~(:f [EJ> = sup fir< z) - f{y} I : z, y € ~ l 
~ sup {(r(z) - f(zn_>f + f f'(zJ - f(y)' : z,yE~ J 
= 2 sup~ fr(z) - f'(zn>(: zn E En J 
< 2 E sup{ I z - zn I: z E En } by ( *) 
= 2 E [CEJ . 
' 
-23-
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Hence m(f fmJ> = O. 
·'CenHt.ry-: f [E] contains no nonempty open set. 
:, . ' .. 
' .......... ___ -- _ ........ ,. 
:Before proving the next theorem we state some results from 
general topology concerning local connectedness. Proofs of these results 
may be found in Hocking and Young &3], Chapter J and Whybu.rn [61 
Chapter 1. 
Definition: A topological space Xis said to be locally connected if 
for every x{f X and a117 iti!!Jghbo:rho·oa~~- ot· X ·th6re exis-ts ·:a eoDD.ected 
neighborhood V of x such that V CU. 
(a) Let C CZ be a simple closed curve. !hen C* and c• UC. are both 
locally connected. 
(b) Let X be locally connected and A C X open. Then every component 
of A is open. 
(c) Let X be a locally connected compact connected space and f: X.+Y 
a map.Tb.en f ~] is a locally connected compact connected space. 
!heorem 27: Let C be a simple closed curve and f: C Ur -tz a map. 
I.et .E = :r[c lJ c•] and G be a dense open subset of E. Let pEE-f[C] • 
If f is differentiable on :r1 [G] then 2~ /Au;(f ,p) > o. 
Proof: Let Q be the component of E ,.._ f [c] containing p. E is loeall7 
cOnnected by (a) and (c). Thus by (b) Q is open in E, since E ~ f fi}] 
is open in E. Thus Q (\ G contains a region R, relative to E, by 
definition of local connectedness. Hence, since f is a map, :r-1[RJ 
is open relative to c•. There exists a component A of f-1 (B] on 
-24--
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' I ~\~'l,u,' '· ,. '., ) • I' •I, I ., ~.,\ .. ,,::;.n' 
which f is not constant. For otherwise, since r 1[R] can have only 
· a countable number of components, R would be countable and hence not 
open in E. Let [z1: 1~ be a line segment contained in A such that 
f'(zl) "f f(z2>. !hen by the Mean Value Theorem there exists t E [z1: z2] 
, f { z1) - f ( z ) ... · 
such that f'(t} = 2 f o. By Theorem 24 there exists a 
z1 - z2 . , 
circle J such that t E Jf J* C:r1[R] and sU.eh that 2~ ~(f,f(t)) = 1. 
!hus f( t) is contained. in a bounded component D of Z "'f [J] .Hence 
D Cf [9*] and thus DC R. Therefore R contains an open set. !rhus 
there exists q E R such that f( z) = q implies f' ( z) =/: O for otherwise 
R = f [x] for some set K on which f • vanishes. :But this contradicts 
the corollary to Theorem 26. f-1 (q) is finite for otherwise it would 
contain a. limit point and f 1 would vanish at this point. Let 
r"
1(q} = { q1, q2, •, • qm J . Let Ci, i = 1. 2, •.• , m be circles such that 
q1 € c; , (Ci UC~)() (CJ lJ c;) = ¢ for i ; j, and such that 2~ ./{k(f,q} = 1 
for k = 1,2 •••• ,m. Then since p and q are in the same component of 
Z"'f[c] we have 1 "4e(f.:p) = 1 Pc(f,q} = 1 ~:::l~C (f,q) = m>o. 21rl. 21rl. · 211i &- k 
Corollary: Eis the union of f(c] and a collection of bounded components 
of z ""f [c] . 
Corollary: (f I ~ M on C implies f ff ~JI on c:•. 
Corollary: If f is continuous on C UC* and differentiable on C*"-'F, 
where F is a finite set. then lrl ~M on C implies frf ~M on c• . 
.. 
11. Differentiabili t7 of f • : 
Definition: Let R be a region and f: R ~Z a continuous function. 
-2S-
.. . 
• 
Let EC R be tJi.e set of points at which f • does not exist. Ve define 
hf: R ~ R~E x_ E-,.z as follows: 
br(x,y) = f{x) - f(y) 
x-y 
fl (z) for x = y • 
Define 11 = {Cz, z): z E R 1 . Then ~ has the following properties: 
1) br(x.y) = br(y,x) , 
2) 11:r l':R x R "-" A is continuous. 
!l'heorem 28: Let C be a simple closed curve. f: C UC* ~Z a mp 
which is differentiable on c•~F, where F is finite. Let K be any 
compact subset of C* and M = K -1. Then hf' IM :x: M is uniformly 
continuous. 
Proof: Let £ > o. Since hf is continuag.s--aj x K, which is compact, 
I ~,,/ 
h_ris uniformly continuous on C. x K. 'fhus there exists {:> 0 such 
that for all t £ C and for all x,y 
€
 K with Ix - ,-I<. f we have 
lhr< t,x) - ht-( t,y)f <·4 . Let (xpy2), (~,y2) E M x M be such that 
lx1 - ~, < ~ and IY1 - ,-21 < I . Define g1: c Uc• -tz, i = 1,2, by 
g1(z) = b.r(z,y1)- hf(z,y2) and g2(z) = 11:r(~,z) - hf(x1,z). Clearl7 
g1, g2 are continuous and they are differentiable on 
R "'(F U { Xp ~· yl' y2 } ) • Thus by the third corollary to 
Theorem 'Z/ we have lg1 (z)I ~ max { lg1 ( t)I : t E CJ < { for z E CUC* 
and ,~(z>I ~ max {lg2(t>I: t e CJ ( i" for z 
€
 C Ve•. Thus. in 
particular, fg1 (:x:1) l + I ~(y~I ( E . But 
lllf<:x:1,Y1>- ~(Xz,Y2>I = l~<:x:l'Y1>- ~C:xi_,y2)- ~<:&:z•Y2>+ h.r(Xi_,72>1 
= lg1(:x:) + g2(Y2>I ~ ,~(~>I + 1~<Y2>I . 
!fhus hf is uniforml.7 continuous on M x M . 
-26- ·~-,. ·. 
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Lemma. 29: Let E be any set and h: E-t Z · uniformly continuous. Then 
there exists a. continuous function h: E--, Z such that hlE = h. 
Proof: Let z E E-"' E and let { zk: k = 1. 2, 3, ••• } be a:ny sequence 
of points in E converging to z. Let E > o. Since h is uniformly 
eonvergent there exists S 7 0 such that I h(zu) - h(zn>I < E 
whenever f zm - znf < f , Since ( ziJ converges there exists an integer 
N such that m, n ~N implies f zm - znf <' . Thus (h(z:iJ) is a. Cauchy 
sequence and hence has a limit b. Let (yJ be another sequence in E 
converging to z. Define (;J by ~n • Zn, Xzn+l = Yn for n = 1, 2,3, •. • · 
Then lim x.. = z and lim h(y \ = lim h(T_ \ = lim h(z ) = b, 
k ~ 4' .lC k-t d) k' k-,. CD '""1t' k-,. CD k:' 
i.e. b is independent of the particular sequence. Thus we may define 
ii: ir-,.z byh(z) =h(z) for z EE and h(z) = lim h(ziJ for 
k~.:, 
-
z E E "-'E,_ where (ziJ is a sequence in E converging to z. We now 
show that h is continuous, Let E > o. Then there exists f > O such 
that fx - YI <i implies lh(:x:) - h(y)I < { for all x,y E E. Let 
XpY1 €' with fx1 - y1f < 6 . Then there exists 'i.,y '= E with 
Ix - YI < i a.nd Jhc.x1) - h(x) I < { a.nd f ii(y1) - h(y) I< -%- , Thus 
by the triangle inequality lh(~) - h(y2)f< ~ . !rhus ii is uniformly 
-continuous on E 4 
!rheorem 30: Let R be a. region and f: R .....- Z a map which is differentiable 
f:lll R ~ F, F finite. Then hf is defined and continuous on R x R. 
Proof: Let y ER be fixed. Let C be a circle centered at Y' such that 
C V C* CR. I.et K = C: U C* a.nd M = X: ,v :r. Then hf' is uniformly 
continuous on M X M by Theorem 28. Thus by the preceding lemma ht-
has a. continuous extension h;t- to X: x x:. In particular hr(y, y) exists, 
:But hf(y,y) = lim hf(x,y) = lim hf(x.y) = lim f(x) - f{zl = f, (y) • 
X~Y x-1)y :x:-,.y X - 7 
xEX x€R xER 
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Thus f is differentiable at y and hence hf' is defined at (y,7),. 
-Therefore ht is continuous there since hf is. Hence we have shown 
that hr is continuous on ll x R. 
Corollary: f 1 exists at every point of R. 
\ 
~eorem Jl: Let R be a region, y € R and f: R -{y}-+Z differentiable 
and bounded. Then lim f(z) exists and if f(y) is defined to be this 
z-ty 
limit then f is differentiable at 7• 
Proof: Define g: R ~z as follows: 
' 
J 
g(z) = 
·"" 
(z - y)f(z) 
0 
for z =/: y .~' 
for z = y. 
... :'!: 
Since f is Qounded it is clear that g is continuous on Rand differentiable 
on R ,.....{Y}. Hence, by the corollary to the preceding theorem, g is 
differentiable at y. Thus lim f(z) = lim g(a,) - g(y) = g• (y) exista. 
z-ty Z-1tY z - y 
Thus we may define f(y) = lim f(z) • Then f is continuous in ll and 
z-'>y 
differentiable on R""' {Y} • !l'hus by the same corollary f is differentiable 
at Y• 
!heorem 32: Let R be a region and f: R-+·Z differentiable on R. Then 
ft: R ~Z is differentiable on R. 
Proof: Let yE R be fixed. Define h#: R-,.z by h#(x) = ~(x,y). 
Then hf is continuous on R and dif:f'erentiable on R"" f y} and hence 
1, hf(x,y)- hf{;v,y5 differentiable on R. Thus h (y) = lim = 
,,-, :x:~y X - y , 
f (X)- f(y) _ f I (y) 
lim X - y 
X-tY X - .,. 
< 
exists. 
-28-
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If x :/: y then 
. . . 
.a, hf(z,y)- hf(x,7) 
h'f' (x) = lim == lim 
,f ( z)- f(y) __ f(x)- f (y) 
· z-y x-y 
z-.x z - x z-tx z - JC 
= lim xf(z)-· zf(x)+ y(f(x)- f(z))+(z - x)f(y) I 
z -tx ( z - y) (x - y) ( z - x) 
t 
= lim x(f(z)- f(x))+ f(~ (x - z)+ y(f(x)- f(z))+(z - x)f(7) 
z~x ,, ( z - y) (x - y) ( z - x) 
f'( )- f(x)- f(y) 
= f 1 (x)(x - :y:)-(f(x)- f(y)) = x x - y 
(x ..- y)2 X - y 
' 
fl ( '- f I ( ) fl (X) - f(:ic2 - f(Y) ft{.x)-f(y) - fl (y) Also _ xl _Y = x - Y + _x_-_Y ____ _ 
X - y X - 7 
X - y 
Thus we have 
11·m tt•(x)- fl(y) ,. f(xl- f(z) - f'(y) __ ,/J,I 
.,y = lim h ·(x) + lim X - Y; = 2lf (y) . 
x~y x - Y x.+y x~y x - y 
Hence f 11 exists in R. 
Corollary: f has derivatives of all orders. 
12. Taylor Series Expansion of Differentiable J'unetions: 
Theorem 33: Let R be a region which is a neighborhood of O and let 
f: R~Z be differentiable. If f(k) (0) = O for k = 0,1, ••• ,n - 1, 
() 
-
f(n)(O) 
n > O, then lim f z - -----
z-,o zn n! • 
-29-
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Proof: We use induction on n. The case n = l follows trivially by 
. detini tion of f • ( o) • Assume the theorem true for n = k 1. Suppose 
{~) . f (0) __ == o. For J == 0, 1, ••• , k. By the induction hypothesis 
lim ~ = f(k) ~o) = o. Define 
Z-tO Z k. 
h(z) = for z =p O 
0 for z = o. Since his continuous in Rand differentiable 
on R-{o} it is differentiable everywhere in R. Thus h'(O) = 
lim hl.!2.. = lilli; f(z) exists. Since the function f' satisfies the z-->o z z~o zk+l 
f' { ) - r<k+l) (O} conditions of our induction hy:pothesis we have lim kz_ - . 1 ---
z~o z k. 
Hence lim h 1(z) = h 1 (0) and thus h 1 is continuous. Thus 
z-,.o 
h 1 (0) = lim h 1 (z) 
z:~o 
= lim zkr• (z) - kzk-lf(z) 
Z-}O z2k 
~--- .. 
= lim f' (z) - lim kf(z) = 
z ~o y}r, z ~o zk:t-1 
lim f(z) 
z~o zk+l 
• 
( ) f I ( ) =· f(k+l) (Q) Therefore (k + 1) lim f z = lim z. - -
,_._l k k.1 z-+o z.l\.• z~ o z 
> 
which yields the desired result. 
Theorem J4: Let R be a region which is a nei.ghborhood of the point a. 
Let f: :a •Z be a differentiable function ~ueh that .f(k) (a) = .01 
k = 1,2, •••• !hen f is constant on R. 
Proof: Let g(z) = f(a + z) - f(a) o z 
€
 G. where G = f z - a: z E R} • 
Then G is a neighborhood of O· and g(k:)(O) = 0, k = 1,2, •••• Let 
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r > O be such that {z: fz - a l<r JC.R, 1.e. { z:f zf < r JC G. 
Let C = {z: z = r}. Then by Theorem 33, Um~= g( ,(ol = 0 
z~o z k. 
fork= 0,1,2, •••• Hence the function hk' defined b7 
11it(z) = g(z) 
zk 
for z :/: 0 
0 for z = 0 , 
is differentiable in G. Thus for all z € c• we have for all k, 
lhk( z)I f- sup ~ f 11c< t)I : t ~ C} ~ sup f ~~ : t E C } . = ~ , 
where M = sup {lg( t)I : t E C} • Hence l"g(z)I ~ M l~k for all k. 
Since _hl ( 1 for z E c• we have g(z) ~ o :for z ~ c•. Thus f(z) = f(a) 
r 
for lz - al~ r. Hence we have shown that if all derivatives vanish 
. ·i' 
. ~,# . 
at a point then f is constant in a:rry closed disc centered at that point 
which is contained in•· Since R isc connected f is constant on R. 
Theorem 35: Let R be a region, a E. R and f: R~Z a non-constant 
differentiable function. Let n be the least positive integer such 
that f(n) (a) =/: o. Then there exists a differentiable function 
n g: R-,. Z such that g(a) f O and f( z) = f(a) + ( z - a) g( z) for all 
z EB.. 
Proof: This is an immediate corollary to Theorem 33. Simply define 
g(z) = f( 1z) - f(a) 
(z - a)n 
for z =/= a 
for z = a. 
J 
Definition: The integer n in the preceding theorem is called the local 
degree of f at a. 
-31-
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Corollary: There exists a neighbo.rhood U of a such that f( z) =/: f(a) 
for z E Ur,.; {a} • 
"' 
Proof: For otherwise there exists a , sequence ( ziJ in ll converging to 
a such that g(zJ = 0 for all k. Since g is continuous this implies 
g(a) = 0, a contradiction. 
Definition: Let E CZ and f: E-=>Z a function. f is said to be open 
·- l (strongly open) if given air1 set A open in E, f [A] is open in f [E] 
(~ [A] is open in Z) • 
~heorem J6: Let R be a region· and f: R ~Z a nonconstant differentiable 
function. Then f is strongly open in R. 
Proof: Let A be open in R. A =f:. (/i. Let w E f [A] and :x: E A such that 
f(x) = w. Let C be a simple closed curve such that C U O* C A. x E C*, 
and w 1 {r(z): z E C} • Let Q be the component of Z .tvf(p] containing 
w. Then QC f(p Uc•] C f [A] . Since Q is open w £ (f[A]) i. Thus f[A] 
is open in z. 
Theorem 37: (Maximum Modulus Theorem): Let A be a bounded open set 
and f: A-~z a non-constant differentiable function. If 
sup {(f{z)I : z E dA) = M then jf(z)f < M for all z in A. 
Proof: Suppose there exists z 'A such that lf(z)' = M, Since f(z) 
is an interior point of f[i} there exists w E f[A] such that . 
lwl > lf(z)' = M· Let % E A(\ f-1(w). Then lf<:x>f > M, a contra.diction. 
Theorem J8: Let C = { z: lzl = 1) and f: C UC* ~Z a map which is 
differentiable on C* and such that fr(z)f ~l for z ~ C Uc• . Then (n) 
f(z) = E • f (O) zn for I zl < 1 . 
n=o n! 2 
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Proof: We first prove that ~2n for all n. If n = 1 we 
n. 
~· ..... 
= lr•(o) . ~ sup f If( t) ; f(O) : t ~ C} since the 
function g, defined by 
'I g{ t) = f( t) - f ( 0) 
t 
for t I 0 
fl (0) for t = O • is differentiable on C U c•. 
Now assume for n = 0,1, ••• ,k = 1. Let 
_:k 1 f(j) (0) j 
hic(z) = f{z) - r.~ z · . 
J=O .1 
(j) Then h (0) = 0 for j = 0,1, ••• ,k - 1. k J• 
1\:(z) ~k) (0) 
!rhus lim = ---
z -+o zk 
• :But ~k) (O) = /k) (0) . 
Therefore ~sup 
~ sup f Ir ( t)) : t E c 
k! k! 
k-1 
+ I:. sup J=O 
f(.j) (0) tj , 
J! • 
t €c 
L k-1 j _lr 
-1 + I:. 2 = z- . This proves our first assertion. 
J=O 
@' 
Hence l (z)I = 1-P'(z) _ Lk-l r'j) (0) zj 
l'ic r j=o j! 
Thus if lzl (1/2 then 1~ 1\(zt = o. This is the desired result. 
k-t• 
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Theorem 39: Let f be differentiable on Ji= { z: lz - af ( r J a.ud 
continuous on :e.-. Then for lz - al <f we have 
f(z) = z• f(n) (a) (z - a)n. 
n=o n? 
.. 
Proof: Let C = {z: lzl = 11 . Define g: CUC* -,z by g( t), = i f(a + 'rt) 
for ltl ~ 1 where M > sup'' I f(z)I : z ER J . Then g satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem J8 and hence for ltl ( .! we have 
2 
(n) I 
g( t) = l":. g -':O) 
n=o n! 
gCD) ( t) = f f(l!-la. + rt). Let z = a + rt. Since ft) ( i if and only if 
= >:: DD f ( D) ( a) { z - a.) n . 
D=O I n. 
13. !opological Index and Zeros of Differentiable Functions: 
Theorem lKl: Let R be a region and f: R -t Z a differentiable map. Let 
a ER and Ira, be the local degree of f at a. Then there exists a 
neighborhood U of a contained in R such th.at if C is a simple closed 
curve with a EC* and CCU then Ac(f,f(a)) = 2ni ~ • 
' 
Proof: By Theorem 35 there exists a differentiable function g such 
. Ira, 
t~t g(a) =/= 0 and f(z) - f(a) = (z - a) g(z) for z ER. Let U be 
-, 
a neighborhood of a contained in R s~ch that if Q is the bounded 
component of z-,,v g[u] , ,then O E Q• Then if O is a simple closed 
... 
curve such that a E C • anif" C' C U we have A ( g, 0) = Q·. Th'us 
J'0(f,f(a)) = J,,(c(f - f(a),o) r~c(z - a)lra,o) +Ac(g,O) 
·k 
=Pc((z - a) a,o) = lraJ-<c(z - a,o) = ~2ffi . 
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!Tote that f' (a) = 0 if and only if ka = 1. 
Definition: Let f: E-+Z be a f,mation and :z: EE. Then f is said 
to be a local homeomorphism at x if there exists an open neighborhood 
U of x contained in E such that flu: U -tf(u] is a homeomorphism. 
Theorem 41: Let R be a region, f: R~ Z differentiable, and a E R. 
Then f is a local homeomorphism at a if f 1 (a) =/= o. 
Proof: Since f 1 (a) j O, hr is continuous and ~(a,a) ~ o. Hence there 
exists a neighborhood''Qf of a such that hr(x,y) + 0 for x,y E uf. 
Therefore f(x) - f(y) IO for x,y Erl, x-/: y. Hence flu# is 1-1 
x-y 
and continuous. Let U be a neighborhood of a such that~ u- is compact 
and U- C ti. Sine e flu-: U-~ f ~-] is a homeomorphism so is 
flu: u~ f [u] . 
Theorem 42: I.et R be a region, f: R -+Z differentiable, and a€ R. 
!hen there exists a set D CR such that Dis homeomorphic to the open 
unit disc, a, D, and f(z) = f{a) + (s(z))ka. for all z ED, where 
s: D~f' [n] is a homeomorphism. 
'' Proof: Let g be a differentiable function on 11 such that g{a) f 0 
1 
and f(z) = f(a) + (z' - a)ka.g{z). Let s(z) = (z - a)g(z)Ka ,where 
1 
g(z)i; is taken to be a continuous bra:b.ch of the llllll.tivalued function. 
, l .L_1 . 1 
Then s"(zJ = g(z)Ka + t g(z)k"e. g•{z) (z - a). Thus s' (a) == g{a)Ke. . .; 0, 
Thus si1s a local homeomorphism at o. Let D be a homeomorph of the 
open unit disc containing a such that sin: D-t s [n] is a homeomorphism. 
Since f(z) == f(a) + (s(z)) lea for z ED the theorem is established. 
Hence we have as a corollary the following generalization of the 
-3.5-
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converse to Theorem 41. 
· Corollary: Let w c; f[D]- {f(a)} • Then f-1(w) ('\ D has lra, elements. 
In particular f is a local homeomorphism at a if a.nd only if ka = 1. 
Definition: Let R be a region and f: R~Z differentiable. Let 
y £ f[R] • Then k(y) = ~ k:z: is called the degree off at y. 
x E rl(y) 
Theorem 43: Let C be a simple closed curve and f: CU c•--,.z a map 
which is differentiable on c•. Let Q be a component of f E: U c• ]"'f (cJ. 
Then k(y) is constant and finite on Q; in fact, k(y) = 2
1
• J.,\(f,y). 
1T1 
Proof: Let z , j = 1,2, ••• ,m be the members of r-l(y)o By Theorem 4o j 
there exist disjoint simple closed curves Cj, J= 1,2, ••• ,m, contained 
in c• su9}l that c~ {) cp = rJ for Ji P• z .E c~ , and 1 jJ,., (f,y) = kz • J J J 2m. cJ j 
Thus k(y) = -r:m. kz = 1 °Lm ~c (f ,y) = l .JJ.,..(f,y) by the first j =1 j 2irl. j =l j ~ ,. · 2~ " 
corollary to Theorem 23. 
Corollary: Let p £ Q• Then the number of p - places, counting multiplicity, 
off inc• is 1 . /{..(f,p). In particular if OJ f[c] then the 2n1 u l 
number of zeros off inc• is 2!1 J.l0(f,o). 
14. Rouch,1s Theorem: 
LemmS: 44: Let &,,b] be a simple arc and f 1: [a,b]-+z-f p} • i = 1,2, 
maps such that ~ 1 (z) - f 2(z)I ( lf1(z) - pl for all z C [a. b]. suppose 
further that r1 (a) = f 2 (a), f 1 (b) = f 2 (b). Then Pab(f10P) = /{b(f2,p) • 
Proof: liet g1 : [a, b]+Z.,be a mp such that e •g1(z) = f 1(z) for all 
--- - --- -~ - -- -- ·- - -
· z E (a, b] . Then we may write g1 (z) = log I f(z)- p I+ ,101 (z). Let 
'-36-
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z E ~,b] be fixed. Then if Cz is the circle with center f 1 (z) - p 
and radius lf1(z) - f 2(z)I it is clear that O f Oz Uc: · Thus there 
exists a unique ImJDber e2(z) such that if we define ~(z) = log lt2(z}-pf 
+ i82{z) then e•g(z) = f 2(z) and le1(z) - @2{z)I(!!. Letting 
. 2 
z vary over [a, b]we define in this fashion a map ~: [a, b],z. Note 
that ~ (b} - ~(b) = i{e1 (b) - e2{b)) and ~ {a) - ~(a) = i(91 (a) - e2(a)) • 
Thus we have I ~b(f1p)-'\~a.b(f2,p) I = I<~ (b)- ~ (a}-(~(b)- ~(a))I 
=~il1(b}- e2{b))-(e1(a)- a2(a))I fle1(b)- 8ib)I 
+ le1 (a)- e2(a) f < 1t • 
But /1ab(f1 ,p) - ft ab(f2,p) = 2nik for some integer k. Thus k = O 
and ~ab(f1•P) = l{b(f2, p). 
Lemma 45: Let C be a simple closed curve and :f1: c~z-f p} , 
i = 1, 2, maps. If' lf1 (z) - f 2 (z}I .( l:r1 (z) - pl for z , C then 
µc(f1 ,p) = µc<f2,P> • 
Proof: This is an immediate result of Lemma 44. 
Theorem 46 (Rouch61 s Theorem) : Let C be a simple closed· curve and 
f i: C U C* -.:t Z, i = 1, 2. maps which -are differentiable on c•. ~ 
l:r2(z)I <lf1 (z)I for all z E'..C then f 1 a.nd f 1 + f'2 have the same 
number of zeros in C*. 
Proof': Since l<t1 (z) + f;(z)) - f 1 (z)I <)f'1(z)I on C, by Lemma 45 
we have µ 0 (f1 + f 2,o) = .Pc(f'pO). Thus by the corollary to 
Theorem 43. f 1 and f 1 + f 2 have the same number of zeros in c•. 
Theorem 47: Let R be region and fn: R4Z, n = 1,2,J, ••. , maps. If 
(f n) converges to a function f uniformly on every compact subset of 
R then f: R ~Z is differentiable. Moreover (f~) converges uniforml.7 
I 
-'J?-
...... - . - . ----~r----
,/ 
on every compact subset of R. 
Proof: Let K be a compact subset of R. Let U CR be a compact 
neighborhood of x:. Let r = il'l:f f lz - ti: z E K, t E dU} . Let £ > 0, 
By hypothesis there exists a positive integer N such tha.t m,n > N 
,I 
t 
€
 u. Let x,y EK. Then for-
··, ,, .. -·~ 
implies lfn(z) - fm(z)I < r2E for all 
m,n > N we have iii:rn(x,y} - b.rm(x,y)I sup {lbrn(t,y) - brm(t,y}f: t ,dIJ} 
= sup 
-----------
: t E dU 
t - y 
! . 2r E = E. • 
r 2 
t - .,. 
Thus (ht ) converges uniformly on K x I, in particular on A()(K x K). 
n 
But for (z,z) E An<x X K) we have htn(z, z) :,: f~(z) 0 Thus (f~) 
converges uniformly on K· Let h: R x R ~Z be defined by h = lim hr • 
, n~• n 
!hen h is continuous on R x R. Moreover if x :/: y we have 
lim fn(x)- lim f (y) 
h{x,y) = lim hf (x,y) = n-t• ,,,.. n+co n = f(x)- f(y) = hf(:x,7). 
n~ co n x .:.~ 1 x - 7 
Thus since h is continuous we have 
lim f(x)- f(y) = lim br(x,y) = lim h(x,y) = h(y,y) exists. Thus x-,.-,- x - y · x-+y x~y 
f is differentiable. Moreover since ht- is continuous on Rx Rand 
equals h on R x R"" fl , which is dense in R x R, h = hr on R x R. 
Thus (f~) mu.st converge to f 1 • 
Theorem 48 (Hurwitz ' Theorem) : Let R be a region a.nd f n: R-+ Z, 
n = 1, 2, ••• , differentiable. Suppose (1n) converges uniformly · to a 
function f: R ~z. Then either f!! 0 or for each z E R, if z is a 
-JS-
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zero of order m of f, then there exists a neighborhood U of z such 
that for a:tlY' simple closed curve C with z £ C* and CV c• CU there i • 
ens ts an integer N' such that n > li . implies f n has exactly m zeros 
inc•. 
Proof: :By Theorem 47, f is differentiable. Suppose f fJ o. Let z be 
a zero of order m off. Let Ube a neighborhood of z such that 
U (\ t-1( 0) = { z) • Let C be a simple closef., curve with z { c* and 
c- Vc•cu. Since o4r[c]. e = inf{ ~(t>I: t 
€
 c} is positive. 
:Sy 11niform convergence there exists N such that n ) N implies 
lt(t) - fn(t>I< E for all t E c. Thus lr(t)- fn(t)f < lr<t>I for 
t ~ C and n > N. Hence by Rouc~ •s Theorem f has the same number of n. 
zeros in C* as f. 
\ 
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APP.Em>IX 
Lebe191e Outer Measure in z: we list below some of the results from 
elementary measure theory that are used in Section 11• Proofs ma7 
be found in Rogosinski [4]. 
~7 a closed interval in Z we mean a set of the form 
I = { x + iy: a1 ~ x ~ bl' ~ ~ y '- b2} • If a1 ~ bi, for i = 1, 2, 
we define V(I) = (b1 - 81_)(b2 - a2); if I=~. we define V(I) = o. 
Let L be the class of all subsets of Z which can be expressed 
as a countable union of closed intervals~ 
Theorem: A EL if and only if there exists a countable collection (In) 
of closed intervals such that Ini n Ii = r} for :n =/= m and A = U~1I • m ~ n 
If A E L and A is represented as in the preceding theorem we 
define V(A) = t!1V(In). V(A) is independent of the choice of (In). 
Definition: For any subset EC Z we define the Lebesgue outer measure 
of E, i(E), as follows: 
iii(E) = inf { T(A) : A E L and 1!l C A J . 
The Lebesgue outer measure possesses the following properties: 
fheorem: m(E) ~ 0 for all EC Z 
Theorem: If E E L then m(E) = V(E) 
Theorem: If E CF then m(E) ~ i(:r) 
-Theorem: If U is a nonempty open set then· m(U) > o. 
·1 
(2] 
[4] 
T· 
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